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PAREF Gestion is awarded the SRI Label for its SCPI Interpierre France

PAREF Gestion has received the SRI label for its SCPI Interpierre France, the oldest
fund managed by PAREF Gestion, which today includes more than 3,000 unitholders.
This is the first label awarded to a fund from the PAREF Gestion offering and marks
a new stage in the firm's ambitious ESG strategy.

The PAREF group has formalised its sustainable development approach under the "Create MORE"
strategic plan which is structured around three pillars: REgenerate Nature, REunite People, REinforce
Community. "Create MORE" places at the heart of the group's strategy the need for a responsible
approach as a 360° real estate player and supports the creation of value for all clients, partners,
tenants, unitholders and stakeholders.
To this end, the group has decided to contribute to 12 of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
set by the United Nations, to which it has committed as a signatory of the UN PRI1 and UNGC2. It is in
this context that the SCPI Interpierre France has obtained its SRI label and that PAREF Gestion has
undertaken major commitments on the fund's portfolio of office, business and logistics assets, in order
to control the environmental footprint of the buildings in the portfolio and optimise tenants' quality
of life at work through enhanced governance.
Each asset, whether it is already in the portfolio or in the process of acquisition, is subject to an initial
rating based on some sixty criteria, enabling dedicated action plans to be put in place over the
following three years with the aim of ensuring the continuous improvement of the portfolio.
“Achieving the SRI label for our SCPI Interpierre France was both an objective and a natural step
forward for us. A goal because this first label marks a new stage in the ambitious ESG strategy adopted
by the group. And a natural next step, as it seemed most appropriate to begin our labeling process with
one of our historical SCPI funds” says Anne Schwartz, Managing Director of PAREF Gestion.

Find all the documentation on paref-gestion.com
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The United Nations’ Responsible Investment framework
Another UN initiative supporting corporate commitments to implement universal principles of sustainability
and measures enabling the realization of SDGs
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About the PAREF Group
As of December 31, 2021, Paref managed assets worth a total €2.7 billion.
PAREF operates in two major complementary areas: (i) Commercial and residential investments owned by SIIC
PAREF primarily in corporate real estate in the Paris region (€0.2 Bn) and (ii) Management on behalf of third
parties via PAREF Gestion (€1.8 Bn), an AMF-certified management company and PAREF Investment
Management €0.7 Bn).
PAREF is a SIIC real estate company, listed in the C category of Euronext Paris - FR0010263202 - PAR
For more information, please visit www.paref.com
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Disclaimer: This document is exclusively intended for journalists and press and media professionals. It is provided
for information purposes only and does not constitute an investment recommendation or personal advice.
Investing in SCPI units involves risks. Before subscribing, please refer to the regulatory documents available on
paref-gestion.com
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